
CUT FLOWER GUIDE
T O P  1 0  T I P S  F O R  L A S T I N G  B O U Q U E T S



Meet your Farmer
Do you love filling your house with fresh flowers... but can't seem to 

keep them looking good for more than 2-3 days? I struggled with this 

too until I learned a few "tricks of the trade" from the cut flower 

experts. I can't wait to share these tips with you! 

Hi, I'm Lori! My husband John and I  

own Three Acre Farm. We officially 

started the farm in 2017 after my 

husband declared "We need more 

beauty in our life." Boy, was he 

right!  Flowers make our life so much 

richer and more satisfying.

Our mission is to make this world a 

little bit brighter and more beautiful 

each day- by connecting with others 

and spreading love, joy and peace. 

Flowers help us do that. We are so 

excited for you to join us in our 

mission! 
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Top 10 Tips for Long Lasting Bouquets

1. Cut Early or Late in the Day 

2. Keep it Clean! 

3. Cut at the Correct Stage 

4. Make Deep Cuts and Remove Foliage 

5. Hydrate Properly 

6. Avoid Sun and Heat 

7. Keep Cut Flowers Away from Fruit 

8. Change Water Daily and Recut Stems 

9. Choose Water Wisely 

10. Use Flower Food
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Top 10 Tips for Long Lasting Bouquets

1. Cut Early or Late in the Day

I know it sounds dreamy to wander around in a field of flowers on a
bright sunny summer afternoon, cutting a bouquet... but don't.  

JUST DON'T. Afternoon is the WORST time to cut flowers, so avoid it
as much as possible!  

Flowers cut in the heat of the day will last half as long as those cut in
the cool parts of the day. Dawn and dusk are the best times.  

If you are having problems with a certain flower wilting immediately and
never recovering, or flowers that don't last long, I would suspect you
are not cutting early enough in the day. 

Certain flowers/foliage need to be cut earlier than others. You will need
to do some trial and error to figure out what works for you!  

Moral of the Story: Get out there early before the sun is up - it's truly
the VERY best way to start your day and the flowers will thank you with
days of beautiful blooms! 

*P.S. This is why our U-Pick Flower Garden is closed during the
afternoons! We want our customers have beautiful, long lasting
flowers, so we don't do any cutting in the afternoons. 
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With some flowers, such as poppies, sunflowers and cosmos, you
want to cut them right when they are beginning to open/bloom, in
order to have the longest vase life.  

Cut earlier than you think and enjoy watching the flowers open up
in the vase! 

Of course, there are ALWAYS exceptions to this rule and every
flower has it's own special cutting needs. You will simply have to
experiment with cutting at different stages. Dahlias and zinnias,
for example, do NOT continue to open after being cut, so they
must be allowed to bloom fully on the plant before being cut.  

For some flowers, especially Zinnias and Black-Eyed Susans, it's
helpful to perform "The Wiggle Test". Grasp the stem about 12"
below the flower and wiggle it. If the flower flops around, it's not
ready to be cut. If the stem remains firm, cut away!  

3. Cut at the Correct Stage 

Bacteria is often what causes cut flowers to wilt and wither
prematurely. Your clippers/scissors/shears should be clean and
sharp. Wash or wipe down your clippers with rubbing alcohol
periodically, ideally before every cutting session.  

Your buckets and vases also need to be sparkling clean. If you
wouldn't drink out of it, then it's not clean enough!   

2. Keep it Clean!
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After cutting and stripping off the foliage, immediately place the
stems in cool, CLEAN water in a CLEAN bucket or vase.  

It's best to cut stems at an angle, so they don't sit flush with the
bottom of the bucket. An angled cut also creates a larger surface
area for the stem to draw up water.  

If possible, it's best to allow the flowers to "rest" in a cool place out
of the sun for a few hours (or overnight) before arranging. Some
flowers need a few hours to "re-hydrate" and perk up. 

5. Hydrate Properly

When you are out in the field, be sure to make "deep cuts" - that is,
cut your stems at least 12" long or more. A good guideline is to
measure the stem with your arm before cutting - the length from
wrist to elbow is just about right.  

Cutting deeply will actually signal the plant to produce even MORE
long stems, so don't be shy about cutting deeper than you think. As
long as you leave 2-3 sets of leaves near the base of the plant, you
should be good!   

Immediately after cutting, gently strip or cut off all the foliage from
the bottom 2/3 of the stem. Leaves/foliage will muck up the water
quickly, so get rid of any leaves that will touch water! 

4. Make Deep Cuts and Remove Foliage 
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Fresh, clean water and a sparkling clean vase will significantly
extend the life of your bouquet. Dirty water breeds bacteria
and clogs the stem end of the flower, reducing water intake.
Make sure there are no leaves/foliage in the water!  

Re-cutting the stems every few days will also allow the flowers
to keep "drinking" properly. 

8. Change Water Daily and Re-cut Stems

Ripening fruit produces ethylene gas, which causes flowers to wilt
prematurely. The kitchen might not be the best place to display
your flowers if you have fresh fruit out.  

Some flowers, like Sweet Peas and Dahlias, are particularly
sensitive to ethylene gas. 

7. Keep Flowers Away from Fruit

Do NOT set your bouquet in direct sun. While sun is necessary for
flowers to grow, once they are cut, they need to be kept OUT of the
sun.  

Heat also causes flowers to expire more quickly, so be aware that
a bouquet picked and displayed in the heat of the summer will not
last as long as a spring or fall bouquet... unless you keep your
house very cool with air conditioning! 

6. Avoid Sun and Heat
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Search the internet and you will find about a million different
hacks for keeping your flowers fresh. Some work, some don't. 

Flower food is the best choice because it contains:  

Sugar (to feed the flowers)  
Acid (to maintain correct pH)  
Bleach (to kill bacteria). 

Soda comes in a close second to flower food. The sugar and acid
in the soda mimic the effects of flower food. Choose a clear soda
to keep the water looking clean. Add a few tablespoons each time
you change the water. 

10. Use Flower Food 

Depending on where you live and what type of water you
have, it might be helpful to use filtered water for your
bouquets.  

If you have softened well water, the salts in the water could
cause your flowers to expire faster. Try filtered water instead. 

9. Choose Water Wisely
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Stir ingredients gently until sugar is dissolved. Add mixture to a
clean vase and add your freshly cut flower stems. Replace every
1-2 days.  

Enjoy! 

1 quart of filtered water
2 tbsp lemon juice or vinegar
1 tbsp sugar
1/2 tsp bleach

Bonus: 
DIY Flower Food Recipe



We'd love to meet you!
 Looking for a place to slow down, connect with like- 

minded people and create more beauty in your life? 

Come visit us at Three Acre Farm! 

-John and Lori Hernandez 

U-Pick Garden Hours: 

Please check the website for the 

latest updates and hours of operation. 

Self Serve Farm Stand: 

Open Monday - Saturday 

Early July - Early October 

8am - 8pm (dawn to dusk)

THREE ACRE FARM 

9973 Homerich Ave. SW 

Byron Center, MI 49315 

(NW corner of 100th St and Homerich) 

WEBSITE: www.threeacrefarm.net 

EMAIL: lori@threeacrefarn.net
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